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Set-Up --Step 1: Place your canopy 
in the center of the set-up area.  With a 
partner on the opposite side of the frame,  
hold onto the two outer legs and lift slightly 
for clearance.  Take a few steps back until 
you extend the frame to a full arm’s 
length - approximately four feet (Fig. A).

Step 2:  Open the canopy to about 80%
(Fig. B).  Install your top at this point. 

Step 3:  Open the frame the rest of the 
way by pushing on the top and bottom of 
diamond (Fig. C). Be sure your partner is 
across from you diagonally. Open the frame 
completely by pressing down on the top 
cap while pushing up where the eave 
meets the slider (Fig. D). 

Step 4:  Align the hook and loop patches at each corner (Fig. E). 

Step 5:  Pull the inner leg out to extend the height of the canopy 
to the first level. The Quik latch extenders will click into place
(Fig. F).

Step 6:  Extend the legs of your canopy to 
the desired height (Fig. G).  Use stakes to 
secure frame to the ground if necessary.
 

Go to BravoSportsCorp.com/ServiceProductRegistration.aspx 
and register your new canopy.  If you have any issues setting 
up your canopy, have questions, need parts or accessories 
call our toll free service line (800) 248-5327.

Step 7:  Fill out included product information card with a 
stapled copy of your receipt and store in a safe place.  
Product information can be found on the sticker located on 
the eave of the frame (Fig. H).  

Please review the following instructions and make yourself
familiar with the parts and function of your Quik Shade® canopy.

Parts included:
[1] assembled canopy frame

[1] storage bag
[1] fabric canopy top  

Take Down --Step 1:  Remove 
stakes from the ground (Fig. I). 
Reduce legs to their lowest position 
by releasing the Quik latch (Fig. J).

Step 2:  If you have a wall accessory 
installed, remove this first.  Then at 
each corner either pull or push the 
Quik latch to release the sliders.  Be 
careful not to pinch your hands by
staying away from the bottom part 
of the slider (where the plastic ends), 
the slider may move fast once 
released.  If the slider is hard, relieve 
the ceiling assembly a little by lifting 
the tubes attached to the slider 
upwards (Fig. K).  

Step 3:  Lift the canopy slightly and slowly walk towards your 
partner as the frame folds in.  Keep walking until the frame 
is about halfway closed.   Be sure to avoid pinching your hands 
or fingers.  Hold outside legs and continue closing canopy as 
you walk towards your partner.  The completely folded 
canopy should stand on its own (Fig. L).

Note:  The canopy top may remain in place for easier 
subsequent set-up.  However, to prolong the life of the 
fabric, we  recommend that you remove the top when 
storing your canopy.

Step 4:  With the canopy standing, unzip the wheeled bag 
and slide bag down slowly until entire canopy is in.  Invert 
the canopy, close the wheeled flap and zip shut (Fig. M).
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Serial No. 0011906  Frame type: 143383  Mfr code: 089LI®

Made in China

DO NOT RETURN TO THE PLACE OF PURCHASE
Please contact Bravo Sports for questions, comments, and accessories toll free (800) 248-5327
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DO NOT RETURN YOUR CANOPY TO THE PLACE OF PURCHASE
Please contact Bravo Sports for questions, comments, parts & accessories, or assistance with any warranty related issues.  

E-mail: consumer@bravosportscorp.com  
Toll free : (800) 248-5327

©2012 Bravo Sports. All Rights Reserved

Limited 1 Year Warranty
Subject to the following limitations, in addition to
any imposed by virtue of applicable law, Bravo Sports
warrants this QUIK SHADE® Canopy to be free of
defects in material or workmanship for a period of
one year from the date of original purchase. This
warranty is limited to the replacement of defective
parts only.

2. This Limited Warranty applies only to QUIK
SHADE® Multi-Purpose Canopies purchased
from authorized dealers. This Limited Warranty is
extended only to the original purchaser and is
not transferable.

3. Be sure to retain your original purchase sales
receipt for any warranty claim. All warranty claims
must be accompanied by a copy of the original
purchase receipt from the authorized dealer.

4. Before returning any QUIK SHADE® Canopy
and/or parts to Bravo Sports for warranty inspection,
the consumer purchaser must obtain prior
authorization from Bravo Sports. Such authorization
can be obtained by calling our customer service
representatives at the toll-free numbers listed
below, or writing to the Bravo Sports customer
service department at the address listed below.
Customer is responsible for shipping costs.

5. Certain regions of the country have environmental
conditions that are extremely hard on canopy covers
of any kind. If you live in Arizona, Florida, Nevada,
New Mexico, Texas, OR in high altitudes [above
3000 feet], the warranty period for your canopy
top will be limited to 6 months from the date of
original purchase. [After expiration of that 6
month period and up to a period of one year 
following date of original purchase, you may 
purchase a replacement canopy top at a reduced
price from our customer service department.]

6. This Limited Warranty does not cover damage or
loss from: wind, rain, fire, snow, ice, or other forces
of nature; accident; normal wear; improper assembly
disassembly, or adjustment during set-up or
take-down; or any abuse, neglect or misuse of this
QUIK SHADE®  Canopy and/or its parts.

7.   To the extent allowed by applicable law, any
implied warranty of merchantability or fitness
applicable to this QUIK SHADE® Canopy is limited
to the duration of this Limited Warranty. Bravo
Sports does not warrant against, and in no event
shall Bravo Sports or its authorized agents be liable
for any personal loss, injury, or direct or indirect
incidental or consequential damage resulting
from the use of this product. Please note that
some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation
of incidental or consequential damages, so the
above limitation or exclusion may not apply to
you. This Limited Warranty gives you specific
legal rights and you may have other rights which
vary from state to state.

8. Upon receipt of authorization from our customer
service department, you must submit your warranty
claim to the address below, shipped prepaid and
accompanied by a copy of the original dated
purchase receipt. Do not return this product to
the place of purchase. For warranty service, or for
missing parts, replacement parts or any other
problems, call or write to our customer service
department below. We will send any replacement
parts via FedEx Ground.

WARNING: KEEP ALL FLAME AND HEAT
 SOURCES AWAY FROM THIS TENT FABRIC.  This
 tent meets the flammability requirements of
 CPAI-84.  The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact
 with any flame source.  The application of any
 foreign substance to the tent fabric may render
 the flame resistant properties ineffective.

customer will void the warranty.

12801 Carmenita Rd.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670

1. This Limited Warranty will apply only if the QUIK
SHADE® and/or its parts are properly returned to
the Bravo Sports customer service department
listed below and are determined by Bravo Sports
in its sole discretion, to be defective. In some cases,
pictures of the unit may be requested in place of 
the unit itself.

9. Any alterations made to the canopy by the

WARNING:   Before storing your QUIK SHADE®, 
be sure the canopy top is not wet or damp. 
Storing your QUIK SHADE® while it is even slightly 
damp may cause mildew. Allow your canopy top 
to completely dry before taking it down. If you 
must take down your QUIK SHADE® while the 
canopy is damp,  remove the canopy top from 
the frame by unfastening the hook and loop 
straps. Fold up the frame and lay  the canopy top 
down, fully open, as soon as possible and allow 
it to completely dry.

Please read completely before setting up your QUIK SHADE® Instant Canopy

1.   It is your responsibility to read below and save these instructions before attempting to set up or take down your instant canopy.
2. The canopy is designed to provide shade protection only and caution must be used in any adverse weather conditions, 
      including wind and rain.
3. Do not use or continue to use in any rain, wind, or storm conditions -- especially lightning storms.  Damage to the canopy can occur 
       and put you and others in potential danger.
4. Always take your time when opeing or closing the frame to avoid pinching your fingers or hands or damaging the frame.
5. Do not set up the canopy on steep inclines or uneven surfaces.
6. Do not use your canopy for permanent shelter or leave unattended, it is intended for temporary use only.
7. Keep canopy away from heat and flame at all times.  Do not BBQ or build fires under or near the canopy.
8. The fabric top may be hand washed using mild soap and water.  Do not use harsh detergents, abrasives or bleach and do 
      not machine wash.
9.   Never fold or store the canopy when it is wet or damp, allow to dry completely to avoid mildew.
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